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Developing Trust: An Integrated Vision for 
Social and Environmental Sustainability and 
Justice

Thomas Reuter, Professor Asia Institute, University of Melbourne

Abstract

This paper addresses the question of how the world can move toward a common vision and procedure for 
achieving socio-ecological sustainability and justice, rather than suffer a catastrophic collapse of civilization. I 
begin by arguing that this aim can only be achieved through an integrated and holistic process of transformation 
of our economy and way of life, and that the knowledge sector will be central to facilitating this process. If we 
reflect on the current role of science in society, especially in the ecological context of the anthropocene and 
the political context of post-truth polemics, fulfilling this role will require us to heal the fact-value split that has 
until now kept science separate from or servile to the realm of political action. Social science can be particularly 
helpful at this historic juncture, by helping to define the psycho-social prerequisites that must be met in order to 
develop a common and inclusive vision and action plan for a sustainable and just society. Social science shows 
that endemic collective action issues can be addressed systemically through dialogue, co-designed planning 
and cooperation. It is argued that the central challenge on the pathway toward universal and sustained human 
security is thus the building of trust.

1. Introduction: The Need for an Integrated Process  
of Transformation to Sustainability
The foremost challenge for science and contemporary society alike is to achieve a transition to sustainability at 
local, regional and global levels. This is to be achieved by galvanizing and better coordinating current efforts in 
the knowledge sector to address interrelated sustainability challenges that require an integrated response. A 
preliminary report commissioned by ICSU (International Council of Scientific Unions) illustrates that the UN’s 
sustainable development goals (SDGs) cannot be addressed individually.1 Most importantly, however, these goals 
cannot be reached without a new and much deeper conversation between science and other sectors of society, 
including business, politics and civil society. Such a conversation is indispensable as an enabling procedure for 
the co-design of an integrated process of transition to sustainability. Advancing this wider conversation is thus 
our foremost duty, and yet it remains unfulfilled.2

A timely ‘transition to sustainability’ (or T2S) is achievable only if a comprehensive program of action can be 
agreed upon and implemented. While numerous actors in every society and internationally have slowly begun to 
take steps toward sustainability, such a piecemeal approach to transformation will be too slow to avoid a global 

1  Måns Nilsson et al. 2016. A draft framework for understanding SDG interactions. Paris: International Council for Science (ICSU). http://
www.icsu.org/publications/reports-andreviews/working-paper-framework-for-understanding-sdg-interactions-2016/SDGinteractions-
working-paper.pdf

2  International organizations within the knowledge sector have programs that reflect this ambition to initiate an integrated transformation 
process, but such programs tend to be designed to promote ‘policy oriented’ integration of research rather than to organize cross-sector 
dialogue. An example is the ISSC’s Transformations to Sustainability program: http://www.worldsocialscience.org/activities/transformations/
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disaster. A more complete, systemic transformation is urgently needed, but it will not occur spontaneously, for 
three reasons: there is powerful resistance to change within society; there are barriers to an optimal allocation 
of resources; and, unfortunately, by the time market incentives for societal change become overwhelmingly 
compelling, the crisis will already be at an advanced stage wherein our scope for successful aversive action 
will be greatly diminished. Mounting evidence of accelerating environmental deterioration, based on the latest 
research, shows that only a comprehensive emergency response process, now, will suffice to ensure a timely and 
hence relatively smooth transition to a sustainable future.

A comprehensive and widely supported process of transformation cannot be based on any one, monolithic 
plan. It must be a multi-tiered effort comprising global, regional, national and local transformative action. A 
transition plan must be modifiable to suit a wide variety of local starting conditions and continuously updateable 
to incorporate new knowledge and feedback from the process of implementation. Most importantly, it must be 
an inclusive plan that draws on the full spectrum of knowledge available in natural and social science and in all 
other sectors of society. Only a transformation plan arising from a genuinely inclusive process of consultation will 
be informed by optimal ‘data flows’ between all relevant knowledge holders, able to consider and accommodate a 
broad range of interests, and thus elicit a shared commitment. The success of any transition process will depend 
on whether or not it enjoys the genuine, heart-felt and passionate support of all sectors of society.

Unprecedented human solidarity and cooperation is desperately needed at this juncture in our history, and 
we must ask ourselves seriously: How can this kind of free exchange and commitment be achieved? It may be 
difficult, but it is certainly possible to set up fora for cross-sector deliberation and decision-making, based on 
clear principles of engagement that are acceptable to all participants. Within such a forum a genuine consensus 
becomes achievable. And while such a consensus cannot be expected to please everybody entirely, it needs 
to be good enough for everyone to live with. Parties to the conversation will make concessions only if they are 
confident that all other parties will do the same, working together to create the best possible world we can 
imagine; for ourselves, our children and future generations. A consensus and a way forward cannot be dictated; 
it must emerge from a conversation that generates a shared and inspiring vision. 

This paper is a first step toward identifying responsibilities, conceptual foundations, core values and interactive 
rules that, if applied within a transformation to sustainability (T2S) forum, would ensure an open and honest, 
rich and broad-based consensus is achieved. Such a consensus would deliver the most rational and fair and 
efficient response to our current situation, optimally empowering societies to address the vital challenges that 
lie before them. 

2. Leveraging the Knowledge Sector’s Relative Independence

The future of humankind depends on our collective ability to transition to a sustainable way of life in the shortest 
possible time. Is the scientific community going to be the initiator and arbitrator of such an all-encompassing, 
cross-sector collaboration?

The role of the scientific community in a broader conversation about the future is unique in the sense that, 
despite many attempts to politicise and monetise it, science is relatively independent and a voice of reason, and 
still publically recognized as such.3 Scientists are socialised to uphold an ethos that includes a responsibility 
to serve humanity by ‘speaking truth to power’.4 While much could be said of shortcomings within the 

3  For UK data see: https://www.ipsos.com/ipsos-mori/en-uk/politicians-are-still-trusted-less-estate-agents-journalists-and-bankers For US 
data see: https://gssdataexplorer.norc.org/trends/Politics?measure=consci 

4  For some perspectives on the notion of ‘speaking truth to power’ see: https://www.forbes.com/sites/johnbaldoni/2017/06/28/churchill-orwell-
speaking-truth-to-power/#3f2207d82df6 and https://www.huffingtonpost.com/jade-greear/speaking-truth-to-power_2_b_8824094.html 
and http://rfkhumanrights.org/what-we-do/speak-truth-power/project/ 
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contemporary knowledge sector, notably our own structural vulnerability to political power and vested economic 
interests, this ethos by and large still holds. Science enjoys some credibility and trust, which is the most valuable 
resource there is in a time of declining public confidence in politics and business, reflected in a surge of populist 
extremism. It is this independence and credibility that the knowledge sector must leverage to facilitate a broad 
societal consensus for change, based on the best available evidence and also the best available methods for 
achieving a rational consensus. Society will be receptive to the idea that one should not play politics with 
the planet’s life support systems, so long as processes are open and transparent and the proposed solutions 
genuinely inclusive.

While the task of catalysing a new consensus may seem daunting, in view of many failed past attempts at trans-
sector and trans-national collaboration, it is not as hopeless as it may seem. There are also past success stories 
we can draw hope from, such as the international response to the depletion of the atmospheric ozone layer 
due to the industrial production of CFCs.5 The greater cause for hope, however, is the fact that unprecedented 
cooperation is made imperative today, by an unprecedented contemporary situation. Humanity now faces a 
host of serious, acute and interrelated global threats, well documented by science, which make a transition 
to sustainability extremely urgent and imperative for survival. The scientific evidence also illustrates beyond 
reasonable doubt that such a transition must be based on regional and global cooperation.6 A single nation, 
no matter how large and powerful it may be, cannot address these issues effectively on its own, and a violent 
scramble for survival would only add to the destruction of resources. The design of a comprehensive transition 
process is thus a life-and-death matter and a matter of shared global responsibility.

For the first time, humans can no longer afford to keep behaving toward nature and toward one another as we 
have in the past. Every child today knows that our behaviour toward nature has been unsustainable at least 
since the age of industrialisation. The equally significant fact is that we must also behave differently toward 
each other, but this imperative is not so well known. Social sciences must address this deficit by stressing that 
sustainability is a cooperative project that presupposes a political consensus within and between nations, on the 
basis of sustainability justice and inclusivity.

Our long history of violent conflicts within and between nations presents a formidable barrier to the kind of deep 
conversation and cooperative engagement that is now required. This history has been traumatic in many cases, 
and such trauma often remains a source of strong sentiments of resentment, guilt or denial. Traumatic past 
events must be honestly acknowledged, dealt with through a process of reconciliation, and healed by rebuilding 
more trusting relationships in the present. We must find ways to transform the demons that haunt our past, lest 
they take from us our freedom to create a safe, sustainable and prosperous future. This is a necessary psycho-
political process in view of the urgency of unequivocal global collaboration on an unprecedented level.

The success of the knowledge sector will be contingent upon successful engagement with actors outside the 
field of science, and I would argue that the sector’s capacity to engage hinges on its willingness and capacity to 
act as an independent arbitrator. The knowledge sector must develop an innovative approach to suit this new 
task. It is not innovative enough to say, as we already have, that scientific knowledge ought to be applied to 
best meet the sustainability challenge, or that scientists should provide accurate data to serve as a foundation 
from which both inter-sector and intergovernmental deliberations can depart. All this is necessary, but it is not 
sufficient. It is also not innovative enough to engage social scientists to better predict and monitor the social 
impacts of change and to devise strategies for ameliorating these impacts, though this is no doubt necessary 
and important. The key innovation needed today from the knowledge sector is a widening of the conversation 
that will facilitate a genuine political consensus on national, regional and global sustainability issues.

5 See: http://www.nytimes.com/2012/09/26/opinion/montreal-protocol-a-climate-success-story-to-build-on.html 

6  This need for global cooperation has long been recognized and has led to calls for a reform and a capacity boost for the UN. An example 
is the following World Economic Forum article, authored by MDG advocate Jeffrey Sachs: https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2015/08/3-
reforms-the-un-needs-as-it-turns-70/ 
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Whether and how scientific knowledge is applied in practice is not something scientists decide; it is a decision 
society makes through a political process. The political process is not just rational but influenced by legitimate 
political interests and also distorted by petty rivalries and vested, self-serving interests. The dramatic rise in 
inequality within and between nations over the last decade, the proliferation of dictatorships and ungovernable 
war zones, and the escalating global refugee crisis all provide ample illustration of a run-away process of 
monetisation and securitisation of political processes in today’s world. A more rational, fair and inclusive 
political process is needed to address the sustainability issue, one that encourages peaceful cooperation 
through negotiations based on reason, inclusiveness, justice and compassion. Political negotiation will only 
deliver results, and solutions are only sustainable over time, if the legitimate needs of all parties receive fair 
consideration. 

How can we develop the necessary trust to start a new and radically different political process that will deliver a 
transition to sustainability, and how would such a process lead to an acceptable outcome for all? In essence, we 
face a not a technological but a consensus-building and collective action problem. In order to overcome it, we 
need to design a procedure for a deliberative process whereby societies, regions and the global community as a 
whole can reach decisions on how best to safeguard our common future. An integrated T2S plan cannot simply 
be based on principles of sustainability, as identified by environmental science; it is a political labour. UNESCO, 
the International Science Council, Future Earth and other knowledge sector institutions must help address 
weakness in the present political process by hosting trusted fora for national, regional and global cooperation 
(as detailed below). 

3. Science and Society in the Anthropocene

Meeting this challenge means taking a significant step outside and beyond the traditional sphere of science. 
Scientists are called upon to engage and collaborate with other sectors of society on an unprecedented scale, 
and scientists today are indeed quite motivated to build such bridges, having discovered that societies do not 
automatically respond to presentations of scientific facts in a rational manner, even if their survival depends 
on it. Such bridge-building motivation is not enough to enhance science engagement, however. There is also a 
range of institutional and political obstacles that need to be overcome before a genuine conversation on T2S can 
take place.

In part, the failure of science to influence political processes is testimony to the weaknesses in the political 
sector as detailed below. In part, however, the failure of science to be heard also reflects internal problems 
within the knowledge sector itself. There has been a self-defeating lack of integration between the natural 
and social sciences, to begin with, and an even greater gulf separating all the sciences from the humanities, 
the arts, and the world’s philosophical and spiritual traditions. Increasing institutional collaboration, and the 
recent merger of the International Social Science Council (ISSC) and The International Council for Science 
(ICSU), illustrate that the gulf between natural and social science at least is being recognised and addressed. 
Conducting sharply separated investigations into physical, social, aesthetic and moral aspects of life is no 
longer tenable in the anthropocene. In a world where the physical environment now is shaped more by political 
decisions than natural processes, there is no way to keep facts and values separate. Rather, we need to consider 
what behavioural principles should guide human action not just toward the natural environment but also toward 
one another.

The relationship to our total environment, including both the social and natural world, that is, to the 
encompassing whole of which we are a part and on which we utterly depend, needs to be critically examined if 
we are to change course. Decades of anthropological research across countless different cultures has shown: 
How different cultures conceptualise this key relationship is not arbitrary but based on shared cultural meta-
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narratives or ‘cosmologies’ from which the socio-ecological as well as all other core values of a society are 
derived.7

Cosmologies significantly shape human ecologies and social systems. Some western theistic cosmologies, for 
example, have posited the idea that humans are transcendent subjects, superior to and independent of nature, 
and thus entitled to exploit ruthlessly an utterly objectified external environment. Such cosmological dualism 
does not accord well with scientific discoveries about human origins, our biology and our general state of 
ecological immanence. Subject-object dualism, furthermore, can also be used to endorse a rapacious approach 
in the social world, by extending this same logic of objectification to other human beings presumed to be more 
primitive (natural) and hence inferior within this cosmological order of things. Such hierarchical cosmologies 
cannot be allowed to persist if we are to cooperate across cultures so as to evade a global disaster and to 
achieve social and environmental justice. Fortunately, there is evidence suggesting a major ‘green’ shift is now 
underway that is gradually introducing new, ecological ideas about part-whole relations into the world’s diverse 
cultural and religious cosmologies,8 including world religions with a traditionally dualist-transcendentalist 
outlook.9

Many traditional non-western cosmologies are not dualistic but monistic, as is science, while others again 
espouse a different, complementary form of dualism. The value systems derived from these cosmologies tend to 
discourage self-serving, subject-focused identities, and instead encourage identification with and responsibility 
toward the whole. Some cosmologies go so far as to depict individualist self-identity as a false attachment to 
what is ephemeral and, hence, as a delusion. Other traditional cosmologies encourage the individual to honour 
and identify with their ancestors, who are the source of the tribe as a larger social whole. Perhaps because of 
this focus on the whole, some of these cultural traditions have excelled at solving collective action problems, for 
example in the context of the customary management of complex irrigation systems. 

There may be scope for drawing on elements of non-western cosmologies, values and social practices as an 
alternative to the western-inspired contemporary global cosmology of modernity, which has created the present-
day environmental crisis and an unjust form of globalisation. Nevertheless, like all other human cosmologies and 
associated value schemes, the unprecedented conditions of the contemporary world pose a serious challenge 
also to the traditional cosmologies and value systems everywhere. Developing countries are nevertheless trying 
to find their own ways to incorporate the new findings of ecological science, and of science more generally, into 
their worldview, and perhaps they will find it less difficult to change on account of their different cosmological 
starting positions. Developing countries, however, have also been strongly influenced by modernist worldviews 
in the wake of European colonial expansion and, for better or worse, have made them their own to a large extent. 
This is why the issue of an unsustainable modern ‘development cosmology’ is now a global issue.

Cosmologies are not the prerogative of science, nor can they be. This is because cultural or religious cosmologies 
are not only about logic, facts and observations, but also and foremost about what we value in life. Science 
must now find the courage to change its ingrained aversion to dealing with matters of value. We need to better 
appreciate the broader goals of non-scientific, cultural cosmologies by bridging the deep fact-value divide 
characteristic of modern science. Though it may have made sense historically, as a way for early pioneers of 
modern science to evade the wrath of the Catholic Church in Renaissance Europe, this split has proven a fateful 

7  See, for example: Allen Abramson and Martin Holbraad (eds) 2014. Framing Cosmologies: The Anthropology of Worlds. Manchester & 
New York, Manchester University Press.

8  Thomas A. Reuter, “The Green Revolution in the World’s Religions: Indonesian 
Examples in International Comparison,” Religions 2015, no. 6, pp.1217–231. Special
Issue, Religion & Ecology in the Anthropocene. http://www.mdpi.com/2077-1444/6/4/1217/pdf

9  This shift is illustrated, for example, by Pope Francis’ 2015 encyclical on the environment: http://w2.vatican.va/content/francesco/en/
encyclicals/documents/papa-francesco_20150524_enciclica-laudato-si.html 
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mistake in the longer term, and our present crisis is the direct result thereof.10 Ignoring values or characterising 
them as separate from reason has allowed us to push forward with technological development without a moral 
compass, and with an inbuilt attitude of scorn and suspicion toward all those who do appeal to values, such as 
representatives of the arts or the world’s religious traditions.

Concerning the need to find our rightful place also in our second, social environment – as individuals in society 
or as nations within the global community – the need to critically examine hitherto hegemonic cosmological 
assumptions is just as great. Certain routine ways of thinking about politics pose a serious obstacle to any 
effort to reduce inequality and more generally to produce conditions that will make urgently needed global 
collaboration possible. Political realism, for example, has promoted the idea that humans will always act 
ruthlessly to maximise their competitive access to resources and hence should not be expected to cooperate 
peacefully. Sometimes political realists have misused evolutionary science to support their claims that survival 
is only for the fittest, while failing to acknowledge that this applies to genes, not organisms, and that human 
beings have in fact massively improved their capacity for survival compared to other species precisely by their 
unprecedented use of social cooperation and cultural knowledge exchange.11

While a violent struggle over diminishing resources is indeed a very real possibility, accepting this as inevitable 
and allowing it to happen is to condemn humanity to a race to the bottom. Apart from the genocidal attitude 
contained in, and devastating consequences for disadvantages populations of, such a course of action, it would 
fail to engender the intense international cooperation that is now imperative to address global environmental 
challenges. 

Overcoming narrow self-interest, hostility and distrust has indeed become imperative now, as it never has been 
before. The fact that we have sufficient nuclear weapons to destroy the planet several times over has changed 
the way the major powers interact. In the anthropocene, however, the ‘mutual assured destruction’ logic of 
nuclear weapons is no longer a special case. Everything humans do is now on such a large scale as to have an 
explosive and potentially devastating effect. We thus need a political rapprochement that evades not just nuclear 
war, as the new 17 June 2017 UN treaty seeks to do,12 but in the same spirit also addresses a wide range of 
other, equally serious potential calamities.

Pessimists, pointing at political realist theories, will no doubt declare that this is a ‘mission impossible.’ How 
can regional, let alone global, cooperation ever be achieved, considering the extent to which modern history 
has been overshadowed by violent economic and military struggles between states and between the world’s 
numerous ethnic and religious groups? 

The answer can only be provisional: Unprecedented cooperation can be achieved by first exploring exactly what 
conditions must be met to allow a fresh conversation to commence, and for it to proceed in such a way as to grow 
mutual trust among the participants and allow them, gradually, to make a firm commitment to collective action. 
The success of all T2S efforts, anywhere in the world, will be precisely equal to our ability to convince stakeholders 
to enter into conversations that lead to a deep commitment to cooperate in the pursuit of shared goals. 

10  For an in depth philosophical exploration of this issue, see: Hilary Putnam 2004. The Collapse of the Fact/Value Dichotomy and Other 
Essays. Cambridge (Ma.), Harvard University Press.

11  See Thomas Reuter 2017. Principles of Sustainable Economy: An anthropologist’s perspective. CADMUS – Journal of the World Academy 
of Art and Science, Volume 3(2), May 2017:131-149.

12  See: https://www.un.org/disarmament/ptnw/index.html 
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4. Prerequisites for Free Knowledge Flows and Cooperative Action: 
Foundational Concepts, Attitudes and Values

The knowledge sector as a whole must endeavour to provide a clear, precise and vivid description of what a 
sustainable society of the future would look like, and how we would gradually build it. For this purpose, we must 
pool our collective scientific and technological knowledge and must also commission targeted high-priority 
research in areas where the required knowledge is found to be lacking. Discussions of what is theoretically 
possible, however, will be insufficient. Rather, we must produce fully thought-through, ready-to-implement 
models of the sustainable society as an integrated system. Theoretical models can provide a vivid description 
of a goal that, if accomplished, would deliver human security and a range of other desirable benefits to all 
concerned. A practical model goes much further, exploring by what steps the goal state can be reached and 
how the necessary actions can be made socially and politically acceptable. This kind of modelling requires a 
broader conversation with practitioners and stakeholders across the whole of society, and also across national 
boundaries. 

Conversations about a sustainable future society are already taking place, here and there, in various 
international organisations, in public and in private meetings, in boardrooms and in places of worship, in 
universities and in military headquarters, not to mention teahouses and cafes. If the knowledge sector is to 
begin a new and more effective conversation, the quality and comprehensiveness of that conversation must be 
outstanding. 

The following are some foundational concepts, attitudes and values that, in my opinion, would need to be 
adopted by participants in a T2S forum to make an outstandingly effective conversation possible. Participants 
in the conversation would need to understand and accept these principles, and also discuss and develop them 
further. In this sense, the present list of principles can and must be preliminary only.

Overcoming Ignorance: Openness, Presence and Acceptance

Presence is the conscious acknowledgement of what is, of the conditions around us at this moment, right now. Presence 
is an antidote to ignorance, which arises from ignoring, dismissing or exaggerating relevant facts. It is an attitude 
marked by alert intelligence or ‘mindfulness.’13 Presence is not static. It requires us to fully appreciate not just the 
suchness of the present moment but also dynamic trends, which flow on from the past into the present and onward 
into the future. Understanding the present moment means acknowledging that a part of the future is ‘locked in’, for 
example, insofar as there are physical dynamics whereby global temperature and sea levels will continue to rise until an 
equilibrium is reached with recently increased atmospheric carbon dioxide levels.14 Similarly, it means acknowledging 
that the fossil fuel producing industry is a dynamic socio-political force that will resist a shift to renewable energy to 
the extent that prevailing transition plans dismiss the interests of the investors, management and workers involved in 
this industry. This may seem like a simple matter and self-evident, but in practice it is difficult to be present and open 
to all information, and not to game this information in line with vested interests or established opinions and worldviews. 
Presence requires an exceptional and continual state of openness and non-judgement in matters of fact.

Continual presence thus involves a continual process of knowledge updating through exploring new and 
monitoring known trends. Earth systems science, econometrics and social science assessments of changing 
social and political conditions are all essential to such a monitoring process. More broadly, longitudinal 
research in all fields of science helps identify trends and associated future trajectories that may require urgent 

13  For medical and psychology-based perspectives on mindfulness, see: http://www.apa.org/monitor/2012/07-08/ce-corner.aspx and https://
www.nhs.uk/Conditions/stress-anxiety-depression/Pages/mindfulness.aspx 

14  https://www.ecowatch.com/earth-record-temperatures-2020710545.html 
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intervention to ensure our survival is safeguarded. The knowledge sector’s identification of trends that are 
extremely dangerous if left unaddressed is thus a paradigmatic act of presence.

Conversation partners who join a T2S open forum, at whatever scale, whether they are scientists or from other 
sectors, need to be open to accepting the full extent of the crisis that is unfolding now, and embrace the fact 
that only evidence-based decision-making and cooperative action will avert a catastrophe. Conversations about 
specific personal, private enterprise or national interests and associated conflicts are very important as well, but 
such considerations are secondary to the common need to secure our global life support system.

From Fear to Collective Responsibility: Honesty, Courage, Humility and Compassion

Opening our eyes to what is, or adopting an attitude of presence, is an act of radical honesty. This is not made 
easy by the fact that full acceptance of the evidence in front of us today is enough to inspire profound fear 
in any intelligent person and also in society as a whole. Fear is a natural and adaptive response in the face 
of real danger, but it only inspires evasive action, rather than paralysis, if fear can be matched with courage. 
Unfortunately, courage has not received much attention in science.

Some social scientists have warned that fears about the future impact of climate change, for example, could 
coalesce around the archetypal image of an impending apocalypse or end time,15 which could encourage a 
sense of powerlessness and apathy and most likely paralyse any attempt to take charge of the situation. If 
we allow unconscious fears to overwhelm us they do not inspire us to act, as they should. Instead, the results 
are apathy, escapism or flagrant denial of the seriousness of what is happening. In either case, action may be 
stalled until the window of opportunity has already disappeared, forcing us to default to a violent scramble for 
diminishing resources in a depleted natural and social environment. 

Honesty is thus at a premium in today’s world, and honesty in this context can be defined as having the courage 
to look a difficult truth in the eye, and to do so in a timely manner, that is, in the early stages of a crisis. Honesty 
will eventually become overly abundant, as environmental conditions become more obviously hostile. Cultivating 
a strong attitude of honesty in our conversations about the future, now, is vital, however, because it will 
accelerate our response and thus buy us time.

The same facts that potentially inspire abject fear can also lend themselves to instill a more responsive and 
responsible attitude. It is worth asking what factors will support such a more responsible attitude? The simple 
answer is that it requires great courage to take responsibility in a crisis, to grab the bull by the horns. Finding 
courage, however, is not a simple matter. 

Courage requires a minimum of hope with respect to the crisis at hand, and self-confidence in our ability to 
respond. The knowledge sector has honestly assessed the facts of our present circumstances and, fortunately, 
while the situation is dire, scientific organisations and leading individual scientists have repeatedly stated that 
we already do possess the technical tools today to address most aspects of the challenge.16 If this is not enough 
to inspire hope and confidence, we may also need to remind ourselves that our cultural resources are not 
confined to natural science and engineering. Comparative social science has shown that every human culture 
contains a great diversity of practical knowledge, which is reflected in our increasingly complex social division 
of labour. This knowledge diversity permeates all sectors of society, and hence everyone is potentially a vital 

15  Edward F. Edinger 2002. Archetype of the Apocalypse: Divine Vengeance, Terrorism, and the End of the World.	Open	Court	Publishing.

16 See: https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2016/may/11/un-climate-change-hoesung-lee-global-warming-interview or: https://
eartheasy.com/article_global_warming_not_too_late.htm 
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part of the solution. Knowledge also differs systemically across cultures, and much has been and still can be 
gained through cross-cultural knowledge exchange. For example, changing climate zones will force farmers 
to transition to crops not traditionally grown in their area, but which farmers elsewhere have long learned to 
cultivate effectively. Scientists and a host of civil society groups thus call for a concerted effort to boost our 
hope, confidence and courage by pooling our vast collective knowledge. 

Overall, people in the knowledge sector and beyond are reasonably confident we can still handle the technical 
challenges of environmental change and a T2S transition. The far larger confidence and courage issue is that we 
lack confidence and trust in each other’s ability to become more cooperative.

Two basic sentiments that are essential to help generate mutual trust and thus facilitate cooperation are humility 
and compassion. An honest acknowledgement of present reality should indeed be enough to inspire a profound 
humility in any honest observer, as well as a sense of empathy and compassion for all human beings and all other 
life caught with us, here, in this precarious moment. The environmental sustainability challenge is of such titanic 
magnitude that no person or organisation or nation-state can master it single-handedly, nor should anyone hope 
to escape its consequences. What is required is a universal commitment to action in a spirit of solidarity, by people 
of all races, ethnicities, nationalities and creeds. It is humility that teaches us to look at other individuals or nations 
and say, “I/We must cooperate with them,” while compassion reminds us that: “Others too wish and deserve to be 
safe,” an insight which serves as the foundation for solidarity and cooperation.

Empathy does not need to be cultivated, but active compassion does. Empathy as such is a natural human 
tendency. As psychologist Dacher Keltner recently noted, the term “survival of the fittest,” often attributed to 
Charles Darwin, was actually coined by Herbert Spencer and Social Darwinists who wished to justify class and 
race superiority. … Darwin’s work is best described with the phrase “survival of the kindest.” Indeed […] Darwin 
argued for “the greater strength of the social or maternal instincts than that of any other instinct or motive.” In 
another passage, he comments that “communities, which included the greatest number of the most sympathetic 
members, would flourish best, and rear the greatest number of offspring.” 

What is needed is not more empathy but more public acknowledgement that the human condition is intrinsically a 
social condition, a condition of interdependence. As the South African CEO of Greenpeace, Kumi Naidoo, puts it:

“We have been completely led astray by big capital and an aggressive marketing industry that has convinced us 
that happiness comes from big houses and big cars – when in reality our facile acceptance of the gulf between 
the rich and the poor is a fundamental statement of our absolute spiritual poverty.”17

In other words, our natural reflex of empathy is being blocked at a cultural level because we are incessantly 
told that we do not deserve empathy from others, that we have no right to food, health care and education, that 
the user must pay, or that the age of entitlement is over, to quote a former Australian prime minister. This is a 
toxic meta-narrative in view of our contemporary state of unprecedented mutual interdependence and must be 
discarded if we are to meet the urgent need for global cooperation. 

Imagination

The only way to safeguard our planetary future is to take responsibility for what humankind has created until 
now, and for what we will create henceforth in this anthropocene age. Taking joint responsibility is premised on 
acceptance of the facts of present-day conditions and trends, responding to these facts with honesty, courage 
and confidence, and having the humility and compassion to recognise the axiomatic need for solidarity and 

17 See: https://theconversation.com/a-billion-acts-of-courage-on-3-6-planets-a-conversation-with-greenpeaces-kumi-naidoo-46393 
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cooperation. All this is insufficient still, however, in one important way. In order to create a shared goal that we 
can commit to, we must first dare to imagine. 

On account of its own historical biases, science has struggled to understand and embrace imagination.18 
Imagination is a distinguishing human capability and immensely important when it comes to our ability to 
shape our own future, and yet it has not received attention commensurate to its importance within modernist 
thought. The general idea of knowledge is that it stems from experience, the memory-based mapping of 
past experiences and observations, and their retrospective intellectual analysis. Imagination is partially 
acknowledged in science as that still poorly understood creative element in human consciousness that allows 
us to act not just upon the evidence of past facts and observable current trends but also upon the evidence of 
a future reality, a potentiality that is not evident from any factual observation of what is. This human faculty 
alone can help us escape the determinism of contemporary global trends, the causes of which lie entirely in 
the past. We need to bring an imagined future to bear on the present, on the realm of action, so as to change 
the default trajectory of our world. A future condition or goal must be imagined that is desirable to all, and to 
which all are thus willing to commit.

The way in which imagination operates provides some important clues about how we may escape from the 
realism that has dominated modern thought.19 Imagination is not about facts but about human values, desires, 
motivations and goal-directed behaviour. Imagination posits what the world could be like, and inspires us to 
employ our will and skills to actively change our social, cultural and political reality in the present, so as to 
more closely approximate this image of a better world. Active imagination is not independent of observational 
knowledge but is its complement. It is the way in which we as human beings do not just read truth off the world 
but also creatively inscribe our own truth upon the world. This is an interactive process, and the imagination can 
only ‘change the world’ if it is underpinned by being present to what is, and by skillful means that can bridge the 
gap between what already is or inevitably will be, and what we aspire toward. 

Some of the world’s most imaginative people have gravitated toward scientific professions to pursue science 
in a spirit of exploration. While many among them have been shipwrecked on the cliffs of prevailing scientific 
paradigms, a few always succeed to become paradigm busters and celebrated innovators, though often 
posthumously. In short, imaginative people certainly do have a place in science. As a historical phenomenon 
arising out of a struggle against a coercive regime of truth determined by doctrine, however, modern science has 
struggled to understand the way of imagination at a conceptual level. This is because the imagination, while it 
must take facts into account, is value driven. It draws on our own, inner reality as conscious embodied beings 
with intrinsic values and intentions. Values and intentions cannot be read off the external world toward which 
science has largely directed its attention. 

This does not mean that values and intentions and associated imaginaries cannot be externally manifested 
and subjected to generalization. Indeed, such generalization is happening constantly in every society. Opinions 
on matters of fact are subject to evidence-based debate, but values also can be, and are, debated. Indeed, 
agreement on certain core values (such as the value of human life) is arguably the foundation of civilized society. 
Similarly, the pursuit of an imagined and desirable future state can and frequently does become a project shared 
widely across an entire society. Understanding how imagination is thus employed socially, as a way to give future 
direction to collective action in the now, is a matter of utmost importance for all T2S projects.

18  D. N. Perkins 1981. The Mind’s Best Work. Cambridge (Ma.) & London, Harvard University Press.

19  Henry Corbin 1989. Towards a Chart of the Imaginal. Corbin (ed.) (Prelude to the 5th imprint of the Second Edition of) Spiritual Body & 
Celestial Earth: From Mazdean Iran to Shi’ite Iran, pp. 1-8. Princeton, Princeton University Press.
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Respect for Diversity

Maximising our chances to survive and prosper requires great openness and responsiveness to new solutions 
that are the products of human imagination. Ideally, in a global crisis, if one individual person was to discover 
an effective solution, all would recognize the idea, enact it and be saved from calamity. With its vast diversity of 
unique personal and social histories and associated store of individually and culturally diverse knowledge, we 
can be assured that the world possesses a tremendous wealth of imaginative potential. Realising the hope that 
springs from this potential, however, will be contingent on our openness toward the ideas of others or, in other 
words, our respect for diversity. Such openness and respect should not just be given lip service. Mechanisms are 
required to ensure that conversations about the shared future of humanity are free of the corrosive effects of 
exclusion and domination. 

Openness to other people’s ideas, or respect for diversity, is an aspirational goal; it is not the political reality in 
today’s world. Effective solutions often stem from the imaginations of people at the social margins who are not 
so invested in the prevailing order as to be blind to its failings. Unfortunately, however, marginal individuals or 
groups and their alternative knowledge also tend to be ignored and excluded from important conversations and 
decision-making processes, even under conditions of peace and lawful governance in so-called free and open 
societies. Where a political order is centrally imposed through the wilful use of coercive force, the ideal of an 
all-inclusive process of collective imagining is even more severely curtailed. Individuals or social groups who 
suggest a solution to a problem in such a political system are often silenced or seen by unlawful and suspicious 
power holders as a threat to be eliminated. 

Indeed, knowledge can be distorted or entirely colonised by power, and so can the imagination. Closed 
conversations, based on disrespect for others and the diversity of their knowledge and imaginaries, are thus 
common. Quite apart from the injustice of it all, such colonisation of knowledge and imagination leads directly 
to an impoverishment of public discourse and practice – a condition that is likely to prove fatal in the event of a 
systemic global crisis such as we face today.

While evidence of colonisation of public discourse and practice by a privileged few can be found in the histories 
of many societies, this should not distract us from the fact that human societies are founded on our innate 
proclivity to share knowledge and values, and to engage in acts of collective imagination.20 Humans are specially 
endowed by nature with an unprecedented ability to generalise knowledge and values through social interaction. 
For this purpose, we make use of a tool of a special kind, more effective by far than any physical tool, namely our 
capacity for language-based communication. Language-based communication has enabled social cooperation 
and cultural development within the human species to a degree never seen in any other life form on this planet. 
Communication helps to bring us together and facilitates collective future-oriented action. It may be tempting 
to think that such unity is an end in itself and hence deserves to be enforced, if need be (a line of reasoning that 
colonisers of public discourse often resort to). But communication is not meant to achieve social unity in the 
form of a lifeless state of sameness. Communications are only meaningful between those who have different 
things to say. Our strength as a species lies in cultivating a state of unity in diversity based on the safeguarding 
of free communicative exchange.

Respect for diversity is thus the necessary psychological and social foundation for reaching a shared, fair 
(inclusion-based) and rational (free knowledge exchange-based) understanding of the present crisis. Acting with 
respect for others and their unique perspectives, needs and potentials is also the foundation for any cooperative 
attempt to imagine and build a sustainable future together. As is true of reason, cooperation is not compatible 
with the use of coercive force or intimidation. Genuine cooperation needs to be based on shared convictions that 
have arisen from a robust process of joint deliberation.21

20  Cornelius Castoriadis 1998. The Imaginary Institution of Society. Cambridge, MIT Press.

21  See also: Jürgen Habermas 1984. The Theory of Communicative Action. (Volume 1, Reason and the Rationalisation of Society). London, 
Heinemann.
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The most effective process for solving problems is free deliberation among people with a diversity of 
backgrounds and opinions who respect one another and are ready to face common challenges together. 
They can take confidence in their own diversity as a priceless resource, a storehouse of options, any one or 
combination of which may turn out to be the most effective course of action in any given situation. Coercion 
eradicates diversity in public discourse and in political deliberations. Some of the world’s most coercive past 
regimes even have gone so far as to literally eradicate their own intelligentsia. The destruction of civilised 
society, however, is not a viable option for a world facing an unprecedented crisis. Cooperative action does 
not mean that everyone does what they are told; instead, it means that everyone contributes with their unique 
abilities to a project they fully endorse.

5. How to Address Collective Action Problems: Creating Open Fora for T2S

Cooperative collective action is the only viable response to humanity’s monumental contemporary challenges. 
The following section aims to develop some practical guidelines for setting such a process in motion. The 
rationale provided above already hints at the special conditions under which such a project could succeed. 
Within the knowledge sector at least, core concepts of sustainability and key facts about the present state of 
the planet’s life support system are already widely known and agreed upon, though research continues. The 
next step is: 1) to extend the conversation across disciplines, sectors, regions and nations, and 2) to conduct 
that conversation in such a way as to ensure it will deliver an intelligent, integrated plan for collective action 
to safeguard the welfare of this and future generations. The conversation is to take place in an open forum, 
and such open fora can be established at multiple scales, within local regions, provinces, nation states or 
internationally. Each forum would have unique characteristics due to the cultural diversity of participants and 
the unique circumstances under which global challenges are experienced locally.

People in all sectors of society hold valuable knowledge and practical skills, and hence every sector needs to 
nominate their best people to participate in this comprehensive conversation. The knowledge sector, as an 
‘honest broker,’ needs to initiate the process by issuing an open invitation to influential individuals in regional 
and national governments, businesses and civil society groups. The knowledge sector can provide social-
science-based expert mediation, while also bringing in experts from across the full range of academic disciplines 
to provide the best available technical advice and targeted research. This will necessarily involve the building 
of different knowledge sector teams designed to help tackle complex issues requiring an interdisciplinary 
approach. 

Participants in this conversation need to bring to the table or, in the course of their interaction, learn to adopt an 
attitude based on presence, openness, courage, humility compassion, and respect for the value of diversity and 
open dialogue, and thus a commitment to working as a team. Commitment, given that every person (or sector) 
has a unique contribution to make, may be understood as a duty of civil service, but it can also be understood 
the best way for a human being to achieve personal fulfilment.

The act of planning for collective action is already the beginning of that action. Even the idea of commencing a 
new conversation, under the guidance of shared values and commitments is, and must already be, a collective 
endeavour from the beginning. All attempts herein to outline the core values and commitments necessary 
for such a conversation must therefore remain tentative. In order to be truly effective, these values must be 
examined, critiqued, and, were necessary, amended, before they can be adopted by all participants in good 
faith.22

22  On ‘acting in good (or bad) faith’, see: Jean-Paul Sartre 1965. Essays in Existentialism. Secaucus (N.J.), Citadel Press, pp. 160-169.
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Collective action begins with an act of collective imagination. It then traces a chain of necessary steps from an 
imagined future reality back to the present reality. These steps are then enacted in reverse order to bring the 
future into the present consciously. There will be no lack of knowledge, imagination and influence, providing that 
the right participants can be identified and enticed to join the conversation. It is the quality of the conversation 
that will determine the limit of what can be achieved, together with the ability of participants to influence the 
sectors they represent.

Independent science is helpful for instilling responsible attitudes and inspiring rational actions in others, and 
that is its special contribution. To preserve this vital function, science must hold itself to a principle of openness, 
neutrality and inclusiveness in its interactions with knowledge holders and influential people across a wider 
society. We require an institutional framework to facilitate this wider conversation and interaction. An Open 
Forum can fulfil this function.

Respected people from all fields who are trusted by their peers, and committed to a transformation to 
sustainability, need to be found through an open and well-publicised call for volunteers. They must be brought 
together to begin the conversation, gradually drawing in others from their own or related sectors. The task of 
the forum will be 1) to imagine a common future that inspires in us the intense wish to make it a reality, and 2) 
to implement a practical transition process to give us the confidence and courage to pursue this goal, step by 
step, knowing that it can and will be achieved. 

Nation states, financial institutions, business and security providers all need to contribute to the implementation 
of such an innovative, integrated plan for a societal transformation to sustainability, with policy changes aimed 
at a systemic reallocation of human, financial, technical and material resources. Such a systemic transformation 
can unfold in timely and efficient manner only if resources are allocated wisely and equitably. Resistance to 
change needs to be acknowledged, understood and addressed in new ways, by imagining pathways to future 
scenarios that evade or disarm such resistance.

If the task of an Open Forum is essentially about reconceptualising and optimising resource allocation, it must 
be acknowledged that the ownership or control of resources is always contested and that every reallocation is 
a political process. Persistent and violent turf wars over resources within and between nations have prevented 
until now the kind of cooperation we envisage. A systemic transformation in the way we do political economy is 
thus required.

It may sound naive to call for a truce in the world’s hot and cold resource wars and to suggest a fundamental 
change of heart, but it is possible for people to redefine themselves if pressing circumstances demand it. This 
possibility may be contingent, however, on our ability to think of creative solutions. What, for example, will be 
the role of individuals or consortia who now hold economic or political control over vast resources; what is their 
skill set, and how can such skills be used in a positive way? And what of the world’s seemingly most resource-
poor groups, such as indigenous people or marginalised urban poor, how can they contribute and benefit? 
What would the security sector need to do to end turf wars and provide the peace and stability necessary for 
successful worldwide cooperation toward a sustainability transformation, and how would this work across 
nations states mired in a history of armed conflicts? These are questions that all sectors will need to help answer 
in the framework of a broader conversation around holistic change, based on an understanding that, in a living, 
healthy system, the part finds fulfilment in serving whole rather than just its own interests. 

Those who join the conversations must be open minded and inspired to build bridges across sectors, having 
experienced, as scientists also have, the frustration of trying in vain to change the whole from within the 
confines of their own sector. Participation should be voluntary. Participants may need to be freed from other 
duties, where needed, to give them enough time to engage in this exchange seriously, and enough time also to 
source further expertise and supporters from their respective sectors.
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6. Restoring Mutual Confidence: Three Guarantees for All Parties

A visionary project can inspire confidence, trust and commitment. Such a project will have no chance whatsoever 
of being widely adopted, however, unless certain guarantees are given to all the sectors represented in an Open 
Forum, whatever its scale may be. The following are three universal guarantees that a T2S action plan must 
provide: 

a.) A Guarantee of Universal Reason

The transition plan must be guaranteed to be the best plan available, based on an act of pooling our collective 
scientific, technological, economic, social, political, cultural and local knowledge. This guarantee can only be 
given if there is a very robust procedure for arriving at a consensus, through an open and fair consultative 
process, free of any manipulation, and an action plan that is credible, efficient, and supremely practical. 
Meeting these conditions is not rocket science, but it does require a firm moral commitment to a consensual 
and participatory process. Social science is well capable of defining conditions under which such deliberative 
processes work well. A prominent example is the work of the sociologist Jürgen Habermas on communicative 
action, cited above.

In short, the credibility of our mandate and our effectiveness as an organization utterly depends on the quality 
of our consensus-building model and procedures. The public and our conversation partners deserve from us a 
guarantee that we will indeed serve as honest brokers, that is, as the independent voice of Reason, and that our 
proposals will be rational not just as instruments in the pursuit of narrow, vested interests but reasonable and 
fair from the perspective of the whole of the region or nation state concerned, and ultimately for the whole of 
humanity and the whole of life on this planet.

Scientists’ idea of what is reasonable is based on processes of scientific analysis and deliberation of empirical 
facts, but societies are not run in this way; they depend on political forms of deliberation to establish what is 
reasonable. In principle, such political processes can be as open, free and unbiased as a scientific debate, but 
typically today political deliberations are disrupted and decisions skewed by the disproportionate influence 
of organized vested interests. Flawed though the existing political system may be, we must engage with it 
nonetheless or remain trapped in an esoteric world of scholarship. 

Perhaps we should not waste time talking to the living dead, that is, the kind of political and economic actors 
who are sociopathic and do not shy away from any crime that may help them achieve their personal aims. 
The scientific community, however, can and should urgently and systematically set out to identify and engage 
progressive partners in business, government and civil society who are willing to help scientists think through 
the full political and economic implications of every aspect of action plans for a transition to sustainability 
and thus help us co-design them from the outset. These partnerships will enable us to develop workable 
implementation strategies for a reallocation of labor and financial and material resources on a massive scale, as 
the world has not seen since WW2. For example, if we simply propose to terminate rogue industries such as coal 
mining, those adversely affected cannot be blamed for fighting to the bitter end. A comprehensive transition plan 
should look at ways to restructure such industries in ways that provide inspiring opportunities for management, 
workers and investors alike.

b) A Guarantee of Universal Material Security

The transition plan must guarantee that not a single person, community, country or region is excluded 
from access to essential resources. This may seem outrageously difficult, but it is not optional. A universal 
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commitment to a transition to sustainability absolutely requires a universal guarantee of security, based on 
mutual respect for the basic need of others to be physically safe and not subject to violence. 

How to provide such universal security from a military perspective? Can we manage to stop the great battle of 
the sandcastles, knowing that the tide is coming and it is time to do away with childish matters? If there is to be 
global cooperation on sustainability, we cannot spare the trillions of dollars currently spent on “self-defense” 
each year by the world’s “greatest nations,” and hence we need a mutual assurance of military security. Political 
realism will not lend itself to this end, but a full awareness of the true extent of the present ecological crisis 
might. The knowledge sector must thus advocate for such a truce; we must publicly and loudly insist on it – 
because we know it to be a precondition for human survival in this time of environmental crisis. 

To facilitate a truce, there needs to be some acceptance of the military status quo between nations, with 
some wiggle room to accommodate the legitimate aspirations of nations or regions who seek redress for past 
injustice or strive to improve the relative economic welfare of their citizens. This requires arbitration and security 
protocols, and should be managed by a redesigned 21st century-ready UN Security Council, with the aim of 
establishing a rule based global order, not unilaterally or within the nuclear club only, but by establishing rules 
of conduct that enjoy such wide and genuine support that no single nation is too big a player to be named a 
pariah and brought to justice. We can lay a plan on the table that shows why such a historic shift is as imperative 
as it may seem unlikely. What are the alternatives, after all? Shall we wage war over diminishing non-renewable 
resources such as water and arable land? Shall we begin a race to the bottom? Depopulate the earth? We can 
rise above our own human limitations, and perhaps we will, because we know that this time we have no other 
option. 

Beyond freedom from violence, the next level of safety has to do with essential survival needs, and the most 
emblematic of these is food security. Global or at least regional food security guarantees could be our best 
starting point, as a first measure to build trust between nations. This must be done while the full consequences 
of climate change, population growth and the associated global food supply bottleneck are not yet upon us. A 
food security guarantee cannot be provided by profit oriented market mechanisms.23 It must be negotiated and 
enshrined in law. 

Food security is emblematic of broader human security issues that are essentially economic, such as shelter, 
clothing, health and education. Sweeping lifestyle changes may be required of all of us, and a guarantee of 
universal security implies that members of the public must be reassured that, despite these changes, all shall 
enjoy a reasonable quality of life. This is achievable, but the desirability of the sustainable solutions that 
science proposes and the security of the pathways to these solutions are not self-evident. Secure and desirable 
solutions must be proposed, explained and vigorously promoted through PR work by the knowledge sector and 
its partners. For example, if we ask people to consume fewer disposable goods, this can be promoted by pointing 
out that whatever items we genuinely do need will be not only be available but of supreme quality, durability 
and repairability, and that their supply is more secure because they are made from sustainable or recyclable 
resources. Products that come with a lifetime guarantee would also appeal to consumers. Generally, the 
public will trust and support a plan that is not only economically and morally sound but which they can readily 
understand and willingly embrace.

23  Thomas Reuter. 2015. The Struggle for food sovereignty: A global perspective. Thomas A. Reuter (ed.), Averting a Global Environmental 
Collapse: The Role of Anthropology and Local Knowledge. London, Cambridge Scholars, pp. 127-147.
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c.) A Guarantee of Universal Justice

While security is a step toward justice, the issue of justice has more far reaching implications. The 2015 World 
Social Science Forum in Durban and the 2015 World Economic Forum in Davos, for example, have both drawn 
attention to the dramatic escalation of inequality within and between nation states, especially since the 2008 
GFC. Social injustice has reached grotesque proportions in a world order now dominated by greed for money 
and power. Such a state of affairs does not lend itself to universal acceptance of a joint plan for transition to 
sustainability. Most of the world’s 99.9% will assume that any transition plan likely to emerge will be a master 
plan by the rich for the rich, and will ignore, for example, issues of climate justice. The desire for justice is 
legitimate and powerful, however, and it must be satisfied. The success of the new political populism around the 
world is riding on this groundswell demand for justice.

The problem is not the personal consumption of the ultra-rich, though their per capita consumption rate is no 
doubt too high. The problem is the pursuit of money and profit for its own sake, as an instrument of power. We 
cannot eliminate personal ambition, and there is a need to reward people for their hard work and fine skills, 
but inequality must be limited so that there is some degree of sanity in our social structures. The history of 
civilization shows that extreme inequality leads to the collapse of social systems. In the present case, unbridled 
greed is also leading to a collapse of the natural environment. Unlike earlier collapses of empire, this time we will 
see not just popular uprisings but a revolution of nature that will disrupt not merely the political establishment 
but lead to catastrophic consequences for all life on this planet. Pursuing economic security through private 
accumulation of money will only buy one a first-class ticket on the train to perdition. It won’t move the train 
tracks.

What we can do is to highlight this fact to those who are most privileged. It may well be that, after the market 
turmoil of recent years, investment funds are prepared to accept smaller, but more secure returns, if this can 
be guaranteed as part of a comprehensive transition strategy, for example, by setting up a secure ‘future earth’ 
investment fund to drive a renewables boom. As for the eight ultra-rich people who currently hold as much 
wealth as the bottom half of humanity combined, some may be willing to forfeit their privilege in exchange for 
more public recognition and approval or upon consideration of their historical legacy. But ultimately, lack of 
progress in the sustainability issue has exposed a certain degree of systemic criminality in the global political 
economy, which needs to be addressed at a systemic level. The recent leak of the so-called Panama and Paradise 
papers shows that the secretive schemes by which global inequality is created and maintained can be exposed 
and dismantled, easily enough, if there is the politically will to do so. This will not spell the end of our economy.

7. Concluding Remarks 

The knowledge sector and its partners is called upon by urgent necessity to produce an integrated, detailed 
and affordable strategy for a transition to sustainability at multiple scales. Such a strategy needs to be highly 
plausible and appealing, so that everyone can look at it and say: “Yes, this is clearly what must be done, and 
nothing less will do. I am willing to make sacrifices asked of me, and can do so with a light heart, because and in 
return I will regain my optimism, shake off my despondency, guilt, shame and fear, and join in an historic effort 
to build a New Earth on which my children and grandchildren too will be able to flourish and live their lives in 
security and fulfillment.”

The challenge is to jointly develop a successful transition strategy, which can be local or national to begin with, 
but which will to serve as a proof of concept. The practical realisation of a fully sustainable society is the bottom 
line, and must be the measure of all success. Developing theoretical models for change is helpful only if big 
ideas are followed by big deeds. The contemporary orders of practice that regulate human affairs, however, 
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are simply not attuned to the goal of sustainability. Fortunately, such regimes are not given by nature.24 They 
are conventions and, while they may be conservative, are fundamentally subject to change. Given that the 
moral obligation of the knowledge sector is to avert a crisis before it becomes acute, the slow and incremental 
process of adjustment in the prevailing order of practice that is always taking place must be accelerated through 
conscious intention. Only then can we arrive at the future we wish for.

24  Pierre Bourdieu 1977. Outline of a Theory of Practice. New York, Cambridge University Press.
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